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1.

1-53Q2UZ

Reports CAD - BI
PS

Response Time Statistics –
Excel format doesn’t display
entire data.

When a report was saved in Excel format, the labels were
omitted from the X-axis of the graphs, and certain other
labels on the report were also missing. The upgrade to
4.0 has corrected this problem.

Product
Defect

2.

1-5MUMT4

Reports CAD - BI
PS

Officer Activity- Able to see all
the employees in Employee
prompt with secured user.

Steps to reproduce:
1. Login to InfoView as a secured user (LMPD).
2. Invoke Officer Activity report. For Employee prompt,
observe that all the employees are displayed. Expecting
the LOV should display the employees related to that
agency.

Product
Defect

3.

1-5OCLYQ

ETL CAD - BI PS

Add support for partial hour
offset Time Zones.

For sites where the standard time is a partial hour offset
from UTC, the BI offset now supports fractions (such as 5.75 for Nepal which is UTC+5:45.) Note that the BI offset
is expressed as a decimal number, so .5 for a 30 minute
offset, and as before, the specifed offset is applied to
local time to get UTC. As another example,
Newfoundland is UTC-3:30, and its BI offset would be
+3.5 for Standard time.)

Product
Defect

4.

1-5YESGG

Reports CAD - BI
PS

Case Number report query
takes a long time to return
data.

The Case Number report is taking a long time to return
data in CAD 9.1.1 SQL Server environment. For 15 days, it
takes approximately 10 minutes. It took 602 seconds
(approximately 10 minutes) to retrieve 1859 records for
a 15-day date range.

Doc
Defect

5.

1-6M6BZV

Universe CAD - BI
PS

Corrected a Chasm trap that
allowed users to select objects
that were not compatible in

Corrected a Chasm trap that allowed users to select
objects that were not compatible in the Universe. This
would produce a #MULTIVALUE measure for Unit

Doc
Defect
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6.

1-6NNHZ8

Reports CAD - BI
PS

InfoView menu bar is not
visible after InfoView is
restored after leaving it idle
until session time

Steps to reproduce:
1. Login to infoview.
2. Create an adhoc report with the mandatory objects
selected.
3. Leave InfoView idle until it timesout.
4. Try to place a map on the report. The session timed
out message appears.
5. Click Restore to retrieve the session. The session is
retrieved but the menu bar at the top is not visible.

Product
Defect

7.

1-6NQV3R

Reports CAD - BI
PS

Menu toolbar (along with
Intergraph logo) is not visible
in InfoView.

The Menu toolbar (along with the Intergraph logo) is not
visible in InfoView and there is no option to log out of
the opened report after it is left idle for a long time.

Doc
Defect

8.

1-6NQV55

Dashboard CAD BI PS

Error on dashboard upon
leaving it idle for long

Steps to reproduce:
1. Invoke the Hourly Call Volume dashboard or the
Average Call Handling Times dashboard and leave it idle.
Observe a 'Cannot Access External Data' pop-up saying
Java.Lang.NullPointerException message displayed.

Product
Defect

9.

1-7QGW3N

Reports CAD - BI
PS

All COTS reports – Included is
a default to Intergraph Public
Safety.

The Customer Info query is now referenced in the
prompts, with a default of "Default". At a site where all
reports are to be the same agency/header, the desired
information and logo should be inserted into the default
row of the CustomerInfo table. If multiple headers and

Product
Defect
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logos are desired (such as a multi-agency site), additional
rows can be added to the table, and either the report can
have the selection manually entered, or each agency can
edit the report and save an agency-specific version.
10. 1-83HMVB

Geospatial - BI PS

Unable to use GUI admin tool
to add multiple universes for
geospatial maps

With 1.3, I was unable to use the GUI/admin tool to add
additional universes for geospatial maps. However, this
could be accomplished by directly editing the config.xml.

Product
Defect

11. 1-8AQ1PA

Reports CAD - BI
PS

BIPCAD: font size for charts is
not per standards in all CAD
reports.

BIPCAD: font size for charts is not per standards in all
CAD reports. The y axis legend font size is not as per our
formatting standards. The settings for fonts reverted
due to the SAP upgrade from 3.1 to 4.0.

Doc
Defect

12. 1-8AQ1PH

Reports CAD - BI
PS

BIPCAD: AVLwebservice job is
not returning values when
configured to webservice on a
remote machine

BIPCAD: AVLwebservice job is not returning values when
configured to webservice on a remote machine

Product
Defect

13. 1-8AQ1PP

Installation CAD BI PS

CAD connection and universe
delivered should be placed in
similar folder structure as RMS
and BI Direct and
DATAWAREHOUSE connection
should be renamed.

The CAD connection and universe delivered should be
placed in similar folder structure as RMS and BI Direct
and the DATAWAREHOUSE connection should be
renamed.

Product
Defect

14. 1-8AR2F9

Universe CAD - BI
PS

Check Universe integrity failed
for CAD Universe.

Check Universe integrity failed for CAD Universe.

Product
Defect
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15. 1-8AR2FG

Reports CAD - BI
PS

The Search LOV on the
Prompts dialog for the
Available Units Details report
has mismatched cases.

The values are Ignore case and Match Case. The values
should be capitalized the same way. The Search LOV on
the Prompts dialog for the Available Units Details report
has mismatched cases.

Product
Defect

16. 1-8AR2GY

Installation BOE BI PS

BIPCAD - Observed an error
while browsing the launch pad
after uninstalling BOE
Intergraph Content.

BIPCAD - Observed an error while browsing the launch
pad after un-installing BOE Intergraph Content.

Product
Defect

17. 1-8AR2H6

ETL RMS - BI PS

Vehicle_master: Stolen
Vehicle: Status is reflected as
NULL where it should reflect
as STOLEN.

Vehicle_master: Stolen Vehicle: Status is reflected as
NULL where it should reflect as STOLEN

Product
Defect

18. 1-8EMWKZ

ETL CAD - BI PS

Add additional measures to
NRT Events.

Add additional measures to NRT Events. NRT now
supports these measures:
DS-SSEC, EN-DS, TR-AR, TA-TR, XSEC-SSEC, XSEC-AD,
XSEC-AR, XSEC-TR, XSEC-TA.

Product
Defect

19. 1-8EX6ZP

Dashboard CAD BI PS

Users can reset the
dashboards to 0.

We need to disable the Enable Interaction property in
the properties for dashboards. Currently, when you click
on the gauge, it is reset to 0, or you can move the needle
around.
Steps to reproduce:
1. Click on the center of the response gauge and it resets
to 0. Observe that you can move the needle.

Product
Defect

4

